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since 2002, now it has become a brand with over two-hundred locations

in 25 countries. Over the past two decades, we have made numerous achievements to improve the quality of 

life of our customers through constant investment in R&D and customer satisfaction analysis. Most notably, 

we were the first to introduce hydrophobic effect or balsoo effect, which was inspired by taro leaves into our 

products. We attribute these achievements, among other things, to the Pomponazzi teams around the world, 

whose commitment to making our products as safe as possible for our customers, and who have made 

customer satisfaction their number one priority.
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                                                                                                                             is used by many Korean companies

that manufacture high-end wooden furniture. And it is a product preferred by many masters of carpentry. They are 

big fans of our product when making handcrafts such as knife with wooden handle, chair, table, shelf, and many 

more. Pomponazzi Living Coat is a perfect coating agent to be used as a finish of wooden furniture. It is designed 

to revive and preserve the true color of wood and the surface of wood without change. The splendid outcome is 

enough to satisfy masters of wood. So Pomponazzi Living Coat is a product that has become popular with many 

online and offline customers through word of mouth from masters. 

Pomponazzi Living Coat
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                                                                                                                             gives your wooden furniture a silky

texture and gentle shine, also a great protection with double layers. Just by applying this potion, it will upgrade the 

quality of your furniture. For this reason, it is also highly recommended to be used for old furniture or furniture 

restoration. Inorganic based chemical composition of the product makes wood revived. And once applied, the 

furniture will become invariable, meaning it does not deform. This gives the wood surface a strong resistance to 

become sticky with time.

Pomponazzi Living Coat
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                                                  molds and stains are also reasons why many customers look for Pomponazzi Living

 Coat. Once Pomponazzi Living Coat is applied on the cleaned surface, water stains and molds appear late and 

even though they appear become easy to be cleaned. To mention an additional convenience, mirrors and glass 

become less foggy once it is applied. However, these effects won’t last forever because Pomponazzi Living Coat is 

designed for regular care, and the bathroom is a place that gets wet and damp frequently. Nonetheless, hydrophobic 

effect (/water repelling effect) will be of of a great help when caring your bathroom.

Bathroom
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                                        is another notorious place that bothers our customers. Another name of this place probably

could be a battlefield where sauces, ingredients, and spices are flying everywhere to win a fine and glorious dish. 

And they stain marble or wooden kitchen top so easily. Whenever cooker touches the fridge, there is a very high 

possibility of contaminating its surface with handprints or spices on their hands. However, don’t worry. Because 

Pomponazzi Living Coat is the perfect answer to all these troubles. Moreover, it will make your kitchen shine, 

make everything smooth, and convert your kitchen to a contamination-free space

Kitchen
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EVERYTHING
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           wanted to develop a product that is safe 

for houses with children and pets, and it was a 

success. We first launched Pomponazzi Living 

Coat in South Korea. And most of our customers 

have children and pets in their houses. They choose 

Living Coat because they don’t need to wear 

masks and gloves. Moreover, our product is 

odorless, so it never troubles your nose with foul 

smell. The easiest way to check if a product 

contains harmful ingredients as petrochemicals is 

to set fire on it. But our product’s price is not that 

low so visit our homepage or Youtube to check the 

experiment.

We

         is a product that passed KTR (Korea Testing 

and Research Institute) chemical safety test. And KTR 

test is known for having the strictest standards for 

chemical products. There's a certain amount of 

tolerance for harmful ingredients that won't affect you, 

but we all passed with a "0." And that's not very 

common in the household chemicals market. Tested 

harmful substances were Formaldehyde, Acetaldehyde, 

TCE, Naphthalene, Dimenthyl Formamide, Benzene, 

Nikel, and many more. None of these substances were 

found in the product.

It
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코팅제
means coating in 

Korean and it is the 

most competitive 

keyword of its kind.

Both of them are 

Ads 

So they are 

excluded in the 

ranking.

NAVER
is South Korea’s 

no.1 portal site where 

every population visit at 

least 3 times a day.

Ranking #1 is Pomponazzi Living Coat
  This is a success after one and a half year after its first launch in South Korean 

market. The secret behind its success and the reason why no one can copy Living 

Coat is thanks to accumulated know-hows and technologies for a very long time. 

And company-wide commitment and countless Pomponazzi fans’ support made 

this outcome. Pomponazzi Living Coat is the one and only 100% inorganic 

coating agent designed to assist household chores. Even though it does not 

remove all the water stain and contamination, it helps to make them way easier to 

clean.
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“MORE THAN 100,000 REVIEWS IN KOREA”
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For more info.

If you need help, please contact:

Peter Park

Director of Global Business Dpt.

info@pomponazzi.global

812-A, ICT Valley SK V1,

58-1, Giheung-ro, Yongin-si, Republic of Korea
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https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100067415365743
https://www.instagram.com/pomponazzi.homenlife/
https://www.youtube.com/@pompohomenlife
https://www.tiktok.com/@pomponazzi.homenlife
https://pomponazzi.world/
https://smartstore.naver.com/pomponazzi_center
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B08XXWDZD2
https://linktr.ee/challengerscorp
mailto:info@pomponazzi.global
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